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Towards uncertainty reasoning in the Rules, Logic, and Proof layers of the Semantic Web, we present a novel approach
to probabilistic description logic programs, which combine probabilistic logic programs, probabilistic default theories, and
the description logics behind OWL Lite and OWL DL. The approach is based on new notions of entailment for reasoning
with conditional constraints, which realize the principle of inheritance with overriding for both classical and purely prob-
abilistic knowledge. They are obtained by generalizing previous formalisms for probabilistic default reasoning with con-
ditional constraints. In addition to dealing with probabilistic knowledge, the new notions of entailment thus also allow for
handling default knowledge. We analyze the semantic properties of the new entailment relations. We also present algo-
rithms for solving the main computational problems related to probabilistic description logic programs under inheritance
with overriding.
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The Semantic Web [4,5,15,24] aims at an extension of the current World Wide Web by standards and
technologies that help machines to understand the information on the Web so that they can support richer
discovery, data integration, navigation, and automation of tasks. The main ideas behind it are to add a
machine-readable meaning to Web pages, to use ontologies for a precise deﬁnition of shared terms in Web
resources, to use KR technology for automated reasoning fromWeb resources, and to apply cooperative agent
technology for processing the information of the Web.
The Semantic Web consists of several hierarchical layers, where the Ontology layer, in form of the OWL
Web Ontology Language [52,24], is currently the highest layer of suﬃcient maturity. OWL consists of three0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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T. Lukasiewicz / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 49 (2008) 18–34 19increasingly expressive sublanguages, namely OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full. OWL Lite and OWL DL
are essentially very expressive description logics with an RDF syntax [24]. As shown in [23], ontology entail-
ment in OWL Lite (resp., OWL DL) reduces to knowledge base (un)satisﬁability in the description logic
SHIFðDÞ (resp., SHOINðDÞ).
A next crucial step in the construction of the Semantic Web is the development of sophisticated represen-
tation and reasoning capabilities for the Rules, Logic, and Proof layers of the Semantic Web. In particular,
there are signiﬁcant research eﬀorts focusing on so-called description logic programs (or dl-programs), which
integrate rule-based formalisms and description logics/ontologies (see especially [13,12,47,48]), thus satisfying
a key requirement of the layered architecture of the Semantic Web. Furthermore, there are extensive research
activities towards handling uncertainty and vagueness in the Semantic Web. An important recent forum for
these research activities is the annual Workshop on Uncertainty Reasoning for the Semantic Web (URSW)
[8,9] at the International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC); there also exists a W3C Incubator Group on
Uncertainty Reasoning for the World Wide Web.2 These research eﬀorts aim especially at adding probabilistic
uncertainty and fuzzy vagueness to (a) description logics/ontologies, resulting into probabilistic and fuzzy
description logics/ontologies (see especially [18,7] resp. [50]) and (b) integrations of rules and description log-
ics/ontologies, resulting into probabilistic and fuzzy dl-programs (see especially [35,36] resp. [51,37]).
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to probabilistic dl-programs. Diﬀerently from [35,36], rather
than being based on a loose query-based integration of rules and description logics [13,12], the new approach
is based on a tight integration [47,48], and thus allows for a much more ﬂexible use of description logic sym-
bols in rules. Furthermore, rather than being based on Poole’s independent choice logic [45], and thus on
Bayesian networks as underlying probabilistic semantics, it is based on probabilistic default reasoning, which
realizes the principle of inheritance with overriding for both classical and purely probabilistic knowledge.
It is important to point out that both the approach to probabilistic dl-programs in [35,36] and the new one
in this paper are imprecise probability approaches. That is, they assume that probabilistic dl-programs repre-
sent sets of probability distributions, rather than a unique single probability distribution. Diﬀerently from
[35,36], the new approach in this paper additionally also allows for imprecise probability intervals in proba-
bilistic dl-programs. This is especially useful in the context of the Web, where information is often highly
incomplete and imprecise.
The more general motivation behind the new probabilistic semantics from the perspective of probabilistic
logic programming is brieﬂy summarized as follows.
There are many recent research eﬀorts that are directed towards integrating logic-oriented and probability-
based representation and reasoning formalisms. In particular, there are approaches to probabilistic logic pro-
gramming that combine logic programming techniques with probabilities over possible worlds
[38,39,10,11,33]. They are based on the standard notion of model-theoretic logical entailment, which is well
known from propositional probabilistic logics [41,16,14].
The notion of logical entailment, however, has often been criticized for its inferential weakness. For this
reason, many recent approaches towards integrating logic and probabilities combine logic-based formalisms
with Bayesian networks [44,21,40,26]. Another way to overcome the inferential weakness of logical entailment
is to use the principle of maximum entropy [27] or the principle of sequential maximum entropy [32], where the
latter is closely related to Bayesian networks. The maximum entropy approach, however, has the drawback
that it does not properly model imprecision in our knowledge base. That is, it always produces a single joint
distribution, even in the extreme case when our knowledge base is empty.
In this paper, we use a very promising recent approach of strengthening the notion of logical entailment in
probabilistic logic programming, which does not have the above-mentioned drawback of the maximum
entropy approach. The approach also has advantages over the above combinations of logic-based formalisms
with Bayesian networks, since it does not assume acyclic Bayesian network structures with complete and pre-
cise conditional probabilities. The approach is inspired by reference-class reasoning, which goes back to Rei-
chenbach [46] and was further reﬁned especially by Kyburg [29,30] and Pollock [43].2 See www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/urw3/.
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holding for an individual future event, we must ﬁrst incorporate the case in a suitable reference class. An indi-
vidual thing or event may be incorporated in many reference classes . . .. We then proceed by considering the
narrowest reference class for which suitable statistics can be compiled’’. That is, Reichenbach suggests to
equate our knowledge about a particular individual with the statistics from a reference class, which is infor-
mally deﬁned as a set of individuals to which our particular individual belongs and about which we have ‘‘suit-
able statistics’’. Moreover, if there are several reference classes with conﬂicting statistics, then we should prefer
the smallest one and its associated statistics.
Interestingly, Reichenbach’s guidelines may be interpreted as inheritance with overriding as it is known from
object-oriented programming languages. The aspect of inheritance is expressed by the fact that any class con-
taining the particular individual can be considered as reference class, while the aspect of overriding is expressed
by the fact that smaller reference classes are preferred to larger ones. It turns out that the classical notion of
logical entailment in probabilistic logic does not follow the principle of inheritance with overriding. It is thus a
natural idea to strengthen logical entailment by adding inheritance with overriding. In this paper, we realize
this idea by using a recent approach to probabilistic default reasoning [34].
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We present a novel approach to probabilistic dl-programs, which combine probabilistic logic programs,
probabilistic default theories, and the expressive description logics SHIFðDÞ and SHOINðDÞ. In
addition to dealing with probabilistic knowledge, the approach also allows for handling default knowledge.
• The approach is based on new notions of z- and lex-entailment for reasoning with conditional constraints,
which realize the principle of inheritance with overriding for both classical and purely probabilistic knowl-
edge. They are obtained by generalizing previous formalisms for probabilistic default reasoning from [34] to
the ﬁrst-order case and integrating them with description logics.
• We analyze the semantic properties of the new entailment relations. Furthermore, we also present algo-
rithms for solving the main computational problems related to probabilistic dl-programs under inheritance
with overriding.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the expressive description logicsSHIFðDÞ
andSHOINðDÞ. In Section 3, we introduce probabilistic dl-programs and two naive notions of entailment
for them. Section 4 deﬁnes the notions of z- and lex-entailment for probabilistic dl-programs. In Sections 5
and 6, we analyze the semantic properties of the new formalisms, and we give algorithms for the main com-
putational tasks related to them, respectively. Section 7 summarizes the main results and gives an outlook on
future research.
2. The description logics SHIFðDÞ and SHOINðDÞ
In this section, we recall the syntax and the semantics of the description logics SHIFðDÞ and
SHOINðDÞ, which stand behind the web ontology languages OWL Lite and OWL DL, respectively. See
especially [23,24] for further details and background. Intuitively, description logics model a domain of interest
in terms of concepts and roles, which represent classes of individuals and binary relations on classes of indi-
viduals, respectively. A description logic knowledge base encodes in particular subset relationships between
classes of individuals, subset relationships between binary relations on classes of individuals, the membership
of individuals to classes, and the membership of pairs of individuals to binary relations on classes. Other
important ingredients of SHIFðDÞ (resp., SHOINðDÞ) are datatypes (resp., datatypes and individuals)
in concept expressions.
2.1. Syntax
We now recall the syntax of SHIFðDÞ and SHOINðDÞ. We ﬁrst describe the syntax of the latter,
which has the following datatypes and elementary ingredients. We assume a set of elementary datatypes
and a set of data values. A datatype is either an elementary datatype or a set of data values (called datatype
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assigns to every elementary datatype a subset of DD and to every data value an element of DD. The mapping ÆD
is extended to all datatypes by fv1; . . . gD ¼ fvD1 ; . . .g. Let A, RA, RD, and I be pairwise disjoint sets of atomic
concepts, abstract roles, datatype (or concrete) roles, and individuals, respectively. We denote by RA the set of
inverses R of all R 2 RA.
Roles and concepts are deﬁned as follows. A role is an element of RA [ RA [ RD. Concepts are inductively
deﬁned as follows. Every atomic concept C 2 A is a concept. If o1; o2; . . . are individuals from I, then
fo1; o2; . . .g is a concept (called oneOf ). If C and D are concepts, then (C u D), (C t D), and C are also con-
cepts (called conjunction, disjunction, and negation, respectively). If C is a concept, R is an abstract role from
RA [ RA , and n is a nonnegative integer, then $R.C, "R.C, PnR, and 6nR are concepts (called exists, value,
atleast, and atmost restriction, respectively). If D is a datatype, U is a datatype role from RD, and n is a non-
negative integer, then $U . D, "U . D,PnU, and 6nU are concepts (called datatype exists, value, atleast, and
atmost restriction, respectively). We use > and ? to abbreviate the concepts C t C and C u C, respectively,
where C is any atomic concept from A, and we eliminate parentheses as usual. For roles R 2 RA [ RD, we
use = 1R to abbreviate the concept P1R u 61R.
We next deﬁne axioms and knowledge bases as follows. An axiom is an expression of one of the following
forms: (1) C v D (called concept inclusion axiom), where C and D are concepts; (2) R v S (called role inclusion
axiom), where either R; S 2 RA [ RA or R, S 2 RD; (3) Trans(R) (called transitivity axiom), where R 2 RA; (4)
C(a) (called concept membership axiom), where C is a concept and a 2 I; (5) R(a,b) (resp., U(a,v)) (called role
membership axiom), where R 2 RA (resp., U 2 RD) and a, b 2 I (resp., a 2 I and v is a data value); and (6) a = b
(resp., a5 b) (called equality (resp., inequality) axiom), where a, b 2 I. For concepts C and D, we use C = D to
abbreviate the two concept inclusion axioms C v D and D v C. A (description logic) knowledge base L is a
ﬁnite set of axioms.
For abstract roles R 2 RA, we deﬁne Inv(R) = R and Inv(R) = R. Let the transitive and reﬂexive closure
of v on abstract roles relative to L, denoted vw, be deﬁned as follows. For two abstract roles R and S in L, let
S vwR relative to L iﬀ either (a) S = R, or (b) S v R 2 L, or (c) Inv(S) v Inv(R) 2 L, or (d) some abstract role
Q exists such that S vwQ and Q vwR relative to L. An abstract role R is simple relative to L iﬀ for each
abstract role S such that S vwR relative to L, it holds that (i) Trans(S) 62 L and (ii) Trans(Inv(S)) 62 L. For
decidability, number restrictions in L are restricted to simple abstract roles (Horrocks et al. [25]).
Observe that in SHOINðDÞ, concept and role membership axioms can also be expressed through con-
cept inclusion axioms. The knowledge that the individual a is an instance of the concept C can be expressed by
the concept inclusion axiom {a} v C, while the knowledge that the pair (a,b) (resp., (a,v)) is an instance of the
role R (resp., U) can be expressed by {a} v $R.{b} (resp., {a} v $U.{v}).
The syntax ofSHIFðDÞ is as the above syntax ofSHOINðDÞ, but without the oneOf constructor and
with the atleast and atmost constructors limited to 0 and 1.
Example 2.1 (Car Example). We use a description logic knowledge base L to express some knowledge about
cars. We assume the elementary datatypes N, NP245, and N6170, which represent all positive integers, all
positive integers above 244, and all positive integers below 169, respectively. We assume the concepts Car,
Maker, Roadster, Cabriolet, SportsCar, and SoftTop (which represent cars, car makers, roadsters, cabriolets,
sports cars, and soft tops, respectively), the abstract roles maker and topType (which represent the binary
relations between cars and their makers and top types, respectively), the datatype roles seats and speed (which
relate cars with their number of seats and maximum speed in km/h, respectively). We also assume the
individuals mg and mgb, and the data value 2 of the datatype N. The following set of description logic axioms
L then expresses that (1) every car has a unique maker, a unique number of seats, and a unique maximum
speed, (2) the roles maker, seats, and speed are relationships from cars, (3) the roles maker and seats/speed are
relationships to car makers resp. to the positive integers, (4) any cabriolet is a car with a soft top, (5) any
roadster is a cabriolet with two seats, (6) a sports car is a car with maximum speed of at least 245, (7) mgb is a
roadster, which is made by mg and which has a maximum speed of at most 170 km/h:
(1) Car v (= 1maker), Car v (= 1seats), Car v (= 1speed),
(2) Car v $maker.>, Car v $ seats.>, Car v $speed.>,
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(4) Cabriolet v Car u $topType.SoftTop,
(5) Roadster v Cabriolet u $seats.{2},
(6) SportsCar ¼ Car u 9speed:NP245,
(7) ðRoadster u 9maker:fmgg u 9speed:N6170ÞðmgbÞ.2.2. Semantics
We next deﬁne the semantics of the description logics SHIFðDÞ and SHOINðDÞ in terms of general
ﬁrst-order interpretations, as usual, and we also recall some important reasoning problems in description
logics.
An interpretation I ¼ ðDI; IÞ w.r.t. a datatype theory D = (DD, ÆD) consists of a nonempty (abstract)
domain DI disjoint from DD, and a mapping I that assigns to each atomic concept C 2 A a subset of DI,
to each individual o 2 I an element of DI, to each abstract role R 2 RA a subset of DI  DI, and to each data-
type role U 2 RD a subset of DI  DD. We extend I to all concepts and roles, and we deﬁne the satisfaction of
a description logic axiom F in an interpretation I ¼ ðD; IÞ, denoted I  F , as usual [23]. The interpretation
I satisﬁes the axiom F, orI is a model of F, iﬀI  F . The interpretationI satisﬁes a knowledge base L, orI
is a model of L, denoted I  L, iﬀ I  F for all F 2 L. We say L is satisﬁable (resp., unsatisﬁable) iﬀ L has a
(resp., no) model. An axiom F is a logical consequence of L, denoted L  F, iﬀ every model of L satisﬁes F.
Some important reasoning problems related to description logic knowledge bases L are summarized as fol-
lows: (1) decide whether a givenL is satisﬁable; (2) givenL and a conceptC, decide whetherL 2 C v ?; (3) given
L and two conceptsC andD, decide whetherL  C v D; (4) givenL, an individual a 2 I, and a conceptC, decide
whether L  C(a); and (5) given L, two individuals a,b 2 I (resp., an individual a 2 I and a data value v),
and an abstract roleR 2 RA (resp., a datatype roleU 2 RD), decidewhetherL  R(a,b) (resp.,L  U(a,v)).Here,
(1) is a special case of (2), since L is satisﬁable iﬀ L 2 > v ?. Furthermore, (2) and (3) can be reduced to each
other, since L  C u  D v ? iﬀ L  C v D. Finally, inSHOINðDÞ, (4) and (5) are special cases of (3).
Example 2.2 (Car Example cont’d). Consider again the knowledge base L of Example 2.1. It is easy to see that
L is satisﬁable and that some logical consequences of L are Roadster v Car, Maker(mg), Cabriolet(mgb), and
SportsCar(mgb).3. Probabilistic description logic programs
In this section, we deﬁne the syntax and the basic semantic aspects of probabilistic description logic programs
(or simply probabilistic dl-programs). We ﬁrst brieﬂy recall the syntax and the semantics of a ﬁrst-order logic of
probability in which probabilities are deﬁned over a set of possible worlds (see especially [6,17,49,22]). Here,
we restrict our considerations to a language of ﬁrst-order Boolean combinations of conditional constraints
that are implicitly universally quantiﬁed and that are interpreted by probabilities over a set of Herbrand inter-
pretations [33,27].
3.1. Syntax
We now introduce the syntax of probabilistic description logic programs and of probabilistic queries to
such programs. We ﬁrst deﬁne the syntax of a ﬁrst-order probabilistic language of Boolean combinations
of conditional constraints.
Let U be a ﬁrst-order vocabulary that contains a ﬁnite set of predicate symbols and a ﬁnite set of constant
symbols (that is, we do not consider function symbols here). Let X be a set of object and bound variables.
Object variables represent elements of a certain domain, while bound variables describe real numbers in [0,1].
An object term is a constant symbol from U or an object variable from X. We deﬁne classical formulas by
induction as follows. The propositional constants false and true, denoted ? and >, respectively, are classical
formulas. If p is a predicate symbol of arity kP 0 from U, and t1, . . . , tk are object terms, then p(t1, . . . , tk) is a
classical formula (called atom). If / and w are classical formulas, then / and (/ ^ w) are also classical
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and l and u are real numbers from [0,1]. We divide conditional constraints into classical conditional constraints,
which have the form (w|/)[1,1] or (w|/)[0,0], and purely probabilistic conditional constraints, which are of the
form (w|/)[l,u] with l < 1 and u > 0. We deﬁne probabilistic formulas inductively as follows. Every conditional
constraint is a probabilistic formula. If F and G are probabilistic formulas, then F and (F ^ G) are also prob-
abilistic formulas. We use (F _ G), (F( G), and (F, G) to abbreviate (F ^ G), (F ^ G), and
((F ^ G) ^ (F ^ G)), respectively, and adopt the usual conventions to eliminate parentheses. Object
terms and formulas are ground iﬀ they do not contain any variables. The notions of substitutions and of
ground instances of probabilistic formulas are deﬁned in the canonical way.
A probabilistic description logic program (or simply probabilistic dl-program) KB = (L,P,D) consists of a
description logic knowledge base L (as deﬁned in Section 2, where we assume that every constant symbol in
U is either an individual in I or a data value), a ﬁnite set P of classical conditional constraints, and a ﬁnite
set D of conditional constraints (w|/)[l,u] with l 6 u. Informally, L represents (strict) description logic knowl-
edge, while P represents (strict) rule-based knowledge, andD represents default classical knowledge and default
purely probabilistic knowledge. Intuitively, every conditional constraint (w|/)[1,1] 2 P (resp., (w|/)[0,0] 2 P) is
interpreted as ‘‘/ implies that w (resp., w) holds’’, while every conditional constraint (w|/)[l,u] 2 D is inter-
preted as ‘‘generally, / implies that w holds with a probability between l and u’’. In particular,
(w|/)[1,1] 2 D (resp., (w|/)[0,0] 2 D) is interpreted as ‘‘generally, / implies that w (resp., w) holds’’. Observe
that L contains predicate symbols of arity of at most 2, while P and D may contain predicate symbols of arbi-
trary arity kP 0. The grounding of D, denoted ground(D), is the set of all ground instances of members of D.
The grounding of KB = (L,P,D), denoted ground(KB), is deﬁned as (L,P,ground(D)). A probabilistic query Q is
of the form $(b|a)[s, t], where a and b are two classical formulas, and s and t are either two real numbers from
[0,1] or two distinct bound variables from X. We say Q is object-ground iﬀ a and b are ground and s; t 2 X.
Example 3.1 (Car Example cont’d). The (strict) rule-based knowledge ‘‘if X has N times the part Y, and Y has
M times the part Z, then X has N Æ M times the part Z’’, the default classical knowledge ‘‘generally, cars have
four wheels’’ and the default purely probabilistic knowledge ‘‘generally, cars have four seats with a probability
of at least 0.85’’ can be expressed by the following probabilistic dl-program KB1 ¼ ðL1; P 1;D1Þ, where L is the
description logic knowledge base given in Example 2.1, and Prod(m,n,r) is true iﬀ r = m Æ n:L1 ¼ L [ fFourWheels ¼ 9wheels:f4g; FourSeats ¼ 9seats:f4gg;
P 1 ¼ fðHasPartðX ; Z;RÞjHasPartðX ; Y ;NÞ ^ HasPartðY ; Z;MÞ ^ ProdðM ;N ;RÞÞ½1; 1g;
D1 ¼ fðFourWheelsðZÞjCarðZÞÞ½1; 1; ðFourSeatsðZÞjCarðZÞÞ½0:85; 1g:Adding the default purely probabilistic knowledge ‘‘generally, cars have a red color with a probability of at
most 0.1’’ and ‘‘generally, sports cars have a red color with a probability of at least 0.7’’, we get the proba-
bilistic dl-program KB2 = (L2,P2,D2):L2 ¼ L1 [ fRed ¼ 9color:fredgg;
P 2 ¼ P 1;
D2 ¼ D1 [ fðRedðZÞjCarðZÞÞ½0; 0:1; ðRedðZÞjSportsCarðZÞÞ½0:7; 1g:Finally, adding the default purely probabilistic knowledge ‘‘generally, sports cars produced by Ferrari have a
red color with a probability of at least 0.95’’ results into the following probabilistic dl-program KB3 ¼
ðL3; P 3;D3Þ:L3 ¼ L2 [ fFerrari ¼ 9maker:fferrarigg;
P 3 ¼ P 2;
D3 ¼ D2 [ fðRedðZÞjSportsCarðZÞ ^ FerrariðZÞÞ½0:95; 1g:Suppose then that we are wondering about the entailed tight interval for the probability that the object o has
four seats, given that it is a sports car. This can be expressed by the probabilistic query Q =
$(FourSeats(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y].
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We next deﬁne the basic semantic aspects of probabilistic dl-programs and of probabilistic queries to such
programs. In particular, we also deﬁne two naive entailment semantics for probabilistic dl-programs, which
are called 0- and 1-entailment.
We denote by HBU (resp., HUU) the Herbrand base (resp., universe) over U. In the sequel, we assume that
HBU is nonempty. A possible world I is a subset of HBU. We use IU to denote the set of all possible worlds
over U. A variable assignment rmaps each object variable to an element of HUU, and each bound variable to a
real number from [0,1]. It is extended to object terms by r(c) = c for all constant symbols c from U. The truth
of classical formulas / in I under r, denoted I r /, is inductively deﬁned as follows (we write I  / when / is
ground):
• I r pðt1; . . . ; tkÞ iﬀ p(r(t1), . . . ,r(tk)) 2 I;
• I r / iﬀ not I r /;
• I r (/ ^ w) iﬀ I r / and I r w.
A possible world I satisﬁes a description logic knowledge base L, or I is a model of L, denoted I  L, iﬀ
L [ I [ { a j a 2 HBU  I} is satisﬁable. We say I satisﬁes (w|/)[1,1] (resp., (w|/)[0,0]) iﬀ I r w( / (resp.,
I r w( /) for all variable assignments r. We say I satisﬁes a set of classical conditional constraints P, or I
is a model of P, denoted I  P, iﬀ I satisﬁes all F 2 P.
A probabilistic interpretation Pr is a probability function on IU (that is, since IU is ﬁnite, simply a mapping
from IU to [0,1] such that all Pr(I) with I 2 IU sum up to 1). The probability of a classical formula / in the
probabilistic interpretation Pr under a variable assignment r, denoted Prr(/) (or simply Pr(/) when / is
ground), is deﬁned as the sum of all Pr(I) such that I 2 IU and I r /. For classical formulas / and w with
Prr(/) > 0, we use Prr(w|/) to abbreviate Prr(w^/)/Prr(/). The truth of a probabilistic formula F in Pr under
r, denoted Pr r F, is inductively deﬁned as follows:
• Pr r (w|/)[l,u] iﬀ Prr(/) = 0 or Prr(w|/) 2 [l,u];
• Pr r F iﬀ not Pr r F;
• Pr r (F ^ G) iﬀ Pr r F and Pr r G.
We say Pr satisﬁes a probabilistic formula F, or Pr is a model of F, denoted Pr  F, iﬀ Pr r F for all r. We
say Pr satisﬁes a set of probabilistic formulas F, or Pr is a model of F, denoted Pr F, iﬀ Pr satisﬁes all
F 2F. Note that Pr satisﬁes a set of classical conditional constraints P iﬀ I  P for all I 2 IU with
Pr(I) > 0. We say Pr satisﬁes a description logic knowledge base L, or Pr is a model of L, denoted Pr  L,
iﬀ I  L for all I 2 IU with Pr(I) > 0.
The notion of satisﬁability is deﬁned as follows. A description logic knowledge base L and a set of prob-
abilistic formulasF is satisﬁable iﬀ a model of L [F exists. A probabilistic dl-program KB = (L,P,D) is sat-
isﬁable iﬀ L [ P [ D is satisﬁable.
We next deﬁne the notion of logical entailment as follows. A probabilistic formula F is a logical consequence
of a description logic knowledge base L and a set of probabilistic formulas F, denoted L [F  F , iﬀ each
model of L [F is also a model of F. A conditional constraint (w|/)[l,u] is a tight logical consequence of
L [F, denoted L [F tight ðwj/Þ½l; u, iﬀ l (resp., u) is the inﬁmum (resp., supremum) of Prr(w|/) subject
to all models Pr of L [F and all variable assignments r with Prr(/) > 0. Note that we assume l = 1 and
u = 0, when L [F  ð/j>Þ½0; 0 (that is, Prr(/) = 0 for all models Pr of L [F and all r).
The meaning of probabilistic queries to probabilistic dl-programs is deﬁned by entailment semantics for
probabilistic dl-programs. Each semantics s is associated with an s-consequence relation and a tight s-con-
sequence relation .
Two naive entailment semantics based on logical entailment, called 0- and 1-entailment, are deﬁned as
follows. A conditional constraint (w|/)[l,u] is a 0-consequence (resp., tight 0-consequence) of a probabilistic
dl-program KB = (L,P,D) iﬀ L [ P [ D  (w|/)[l,u] (resp., L [ P [ D tight (w|/)[l,u]). We say (w|/)[l,u] is
a 1-consequence of KB iﬀ Prr(w) 2 [l,u] for all models Pr of L [ P [ D and all variable assignments r such that
Table 1
Tight answer substitutions for Q to KB under 0- and 1-entailment
KB Q 0-entailment 1-entailment
KB1 $(FourWheels(o)|Car(o))[X,Y] {X/1,Y/1} {X/1,Y/1}
KB1 $(FourWheels(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y] {X/1,Y/1} {X/1,Y/1}
KB1 $(FourSeats(o)|Car(o))[X,Y] {X/0.85, Y/1} {X/0.85,Y/1}
KB1 $(FourSeats(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y] {X/0,Y/1} {X/0.85,Y/1}
KB2 $(FourSeats(o)|Car(o))[X,Y] {X/0.85,Y/1} {X/0.85,Y/1}
KB2 $(FourSeats(o)|Cabriolet(o))[X,Y] {X/0,Y/1} {X/0.85,Y/1}
KB2 $(FourSeats(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y] {X/0,Y/1} {X/1,Y/0}
KB2 $(Red(o)|Car(o))[X,Y] {X/0,Y/0.1} {X/0,Y/0.1}
KB2 $(Red(o)|Cabriolet(o))[X,Y] {X/0,Y/1} {X/0,Y/0.1}
KB2 $(Red(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y] {X/0.7,Y/1} {X/1,Y/0}
KB3 $(Red(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y] {X/0.7,Y/1} {X/1,Y/0}
KB3 $(Red(o)|SportsCar(o) ^ Ferrari(o))[X,Y] {X/0.95,Y/1} {X/1,Y/0}
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Prr(w) subject to all models Pr of L [ P [ D and all variable assignments r such that Prr(/) = 1. The main
diﬀerence between 0- and 1-entailment is that 0-entailment is based on conditioning, while 1-entailment realizes
some constraining. For example, a ground conditional constraint (w|/)[l,u] is a 0-consequence of KB iﬀ
Pr[/](w) 2 [l,u] for every model Pr of L [ P [ D with Pr(/) > 0, where Pr[/] denotes the conditioning of
Pr on /, while (w|/)[l,u] is a 1-consequence of KB iﬀ Pr(w) 2 [l,u] for every model Pr of L [ P [ D with
Pr(/) = 1.
Given a probabilistic query $(b|a)[l,u] with l, u 2 [0,1] to a probabilistic dl-program KB = (L,P,D), its cor-
rect answer substitutions under a semantics s are substitutions h such that KB (bh|ah)[l,u] and that h acts
only on variables in $(b|a)[l,u]. Its correct answer under s is Yes if such a h exists and No otherwise. Given
a probabilistic query $(b|a)[x,y] with x; y 2 X to KB, its tight answer substitutions under s are substitutions h
such that KB ðbhjahÞ½xh; yh, that h acts only on variables in $(b|a)[x,y], and that xh,yh 2 [0,1].
The following example illustrates the notion of a tight answer substitution as well as the notions of 0- and 1-
entailment and their semantic properties.
Example 3.2 (Car Example cont’d). The tight answer substitutions under 0- and 1-entailment for the
probabilistic query Q = $(FourSeats(o)| SportsCar(o))[X,Y] to the probabilistic dl-program KB1 = (L1,P1,D1)
of Example 3.1 are given by {X/0,Y/1} and {X/0.85,Y/1}, respectively, since the following holds:L1 [ P 1 [ D1 tight ðFourSeatsðoÞjSportsCarðoÞÞ½0; 1 and
L1 [ P 1 [ D1 [ fðSportsCarðoÞj>Þ½1; 1g tight ðFourSeatsðoÞj>Þ½0:85; 1:The tight answer substitutions under 0- and 1-entailment for some other probabilistic queries to the probabi-
listic dl-programs of Example 3.1 are shown in Table 1. Here, both 0- and 1-entailment show an inheritance of
classical knowledge along subclass relationships. Furthermore, 1-entailment shows an inheritance of purely
probabilistic knowledge along subclass relationships, while 0-entailment does not. For this reason, 0-entail-
ment is often weaker than desired, while 1-entailment is often stronger than desired (since it often produces
local inconsistencies).4. Inheritance with overriding
In this section, we introduce notions of entailment under inheritance with overriding for probabilistic
dl-programs. In detail, we deﬁne the notions of z- and lex-entailment for probabilistic dl-programs, which
generalize the notions of z- and lex-entailment in probabilistic default reasoning [34], respectively, which in
turn are generalizations of Pearl’s entailment in System Z [42,20] and of Lehmann’s lexicographic entailment
[31] in default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases, respectively. We ﬁrst describe the motivating ideas
behind the new formalisms, we then introduce the notion of consistency for probabilistic dl-programs, and we
ﬁnally deﬁne the notions of z- and lex-entailment for probabilistic dl-programs.
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In the sequel, let KB = (L,P,D) be a probabilistic dl-program. Under 0- and 1-entailment, classical condi-
tional constraints (w|/)[1,1] 2 D and (w|/)[0,0] 2 D are interpreted as ‘‘/ implies w’’ and ‘‘/ implies w’’,
respectively. That is, both 0- and 1-entailment satisfy the following property of inheritance of classical knowl-
edge along subclass relationships (for all ground classical formulas w, /, and /w, all probabilistic dl-programs
KB, and all c 2 {0,1}):
IC If KB (w|/)[c,c] and /( /w is logically valid, then KB (w|/w)[c,c].
More generally, 1-entailment also interprets conditional constraints (w|/)[l,u] 2 D as ‘‘/ implies that w
holds with a probability between l and u’’, while 0-entailment interprets such conditional constraints
(w|/)[l,u] 2 D as ‘‘the conditional probability of w given / lies between l and u’’. That is, 1-entailment
has also the following property of inheritance of probabilistic knowledge along subclass relationships,
while 0-entailment does not have this property (for all ground classical formulas w, /, and /w, all prob-
abilistic dl-programs KB, and all l,u 2 [0, 1]):
IP If KB (w|/)[l,u] and /( /w is logically valid, then KB (w|/w)[l,u].
In summary, both 0- and 1-entailment satisfy IC, which means that they both realize a full inheritance
of classical knowledge, without having an overriding mechanism. Moreover, 0-entailment satisﬁes neither
IP nor weaker versions of IP (see Example 3.2), which means that it realizes no inheritance of purely
probabilistic knowledge at all, and thus conclusions under 0-entailment are often weaker than desired
(see Example 3.2), while 1-entailment satisﬁes IP, and thus realizes a full inheritance of probabilistic
knowledge, without having an overriding mechanism. Without overriding mechanism, however, the inher-
ited knowledge is often locally inconsistent, and we thus often conclude the empty interval (see Example
3.2).
Inheritance with overriding, however, is a desirable feature of probabilistic entailment relations, which is
well known from reference class reasoning [46,29,30,43]. A natural way to obtain inheritance with overriding
is to weaken 1-entailment by interpreting purely probabilistic conditional constraints (w|/)[l,u] as ‘‘generally,
/ implies that w holds with a probability between l and u’’, and to ignore less speciﬁc such conditional con-
straints when they create local inconsistencies. We formalize this idea by using recent notions of entailment
for probabilistic default theories [34], which are based on default reasoning from conditional knowledge
bases.
4.2. Consistency
We now deﬁne the notion of consistency for probabilistic dl-programs KB = (L,P,D), which generalizes the
notion of consistency in probabilistic default reasoning [34]. The latter is in turn a generalization of the notion
of e-consistency in default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases [1,19].
A probabilistic interpretation Pr veriﬁes a ground conditional constraints (w|/)[l,u] iﬀ Pr(/) = 1 and
Pr  (w|/)[l,u]. We say Pr falsiﬁes (w|/)[l,u] iﬀ Pr(/) = 1 and Pr 2 (w|/)[l,u]. A set of conditional constraints
D tolerates a ground conditional constraint C under a description logic knowledge base L and a set of condi-
tional constraints P iﬀ L [ P [ D has a model that veriﬁes C. We say D is under L [ P in conﬂict with C iﬀ no
model of L [ P [ D veriﬁes C.
Given a probabilistic dl-program KB = (L,P,D), a conditional constraint ranking r on ground(D) maps each
C 2 ground(D) to a nonnegative integer. We say r is admissible with KB = (L,P,D) iﬀ each D 0  ground(D)
that is under L [ P in conﬂict with some C 2 ground(D) contains a conditional constraint C 0 such that
r(C 0) < r(C). We say KB is consistent iﬀ either (a) D = ; and L [ P is satisﬁable, or (b) D5 ; and there exists
a conditional constraint ranking on ground(D) that is admissible with KB. We say KB is inconsistent iﬀ KB is
not consistent.
The following result shows that the consistency of KB is equivalent to the existence of an ordered partition
(D0, . . . ,Dk) of ground(D) with certain properties. We call the ordered partition of ground(D) in (a) the z-par-
tition of KB.
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partition (D0, . . . , Dk) of ground(D) such that either (a) every Di, 0 6 i 6 k, is the set of all d 2
Sk
j¼iDj tolerated
under L [ P by Skj¼iDj, or (b) for every i, 0 6 i 6 k, each d 2 Di is tolerated under L [ P by
Sk
j¼iDj.
Proof (sketch). Clearly, every ordered partition (D0, . . . ,Dk) of ground(D) that satisﬁes (a) also satisﬁes (b).
Furthermore, it can be shown that every ordered partition (D0, . . . ,Dk) of ground(D) that satisﬁes (b) produces
a conditional constraint ranking r on ground(D) admissible with KB, which is given by r(d) = i for all d 2 Di
and all i 2 {0, . . . ,k}. Finally, it can be shown that the existence of a conditional constraint ranking r on
ground(D) admissible with KB implies that every D 0  ground(D) contains some d that is tolerated under
L [ P by D 0, which in turn implies that there is an ordered partition (D0, . . . ,Dk) of ground(D) with (a). h
Example 4.2 (Car Example cont’d). The probabilistic dl-programs KB1, KB2, and KB3 of Example 3.1 are all
consistent. In particular, the z-partition of KB1 is given by (ground(D1)), while the z-partition of KB2 is given
by (ground({(w|/)[l,u]2 D2 | / = Car(Z)}), ground({(w|/)[l,u] 2 D2 | / = SportsCar(Z)})).4.3. Entailment in System Z
We next deﬁne the notion of z-entailment for consistent probabilistic dl-programs KB = (L,P,D), which
generalizes the notion of z-entailment in probabilistic default reasoning [34], which in turn is a generalization
of Pearl’s entailment in System Z [42,20] in default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases.
It is linked to the z-partition ðD0; . . . ;DkÞ of KB, a conditional constraint ranking z on ground(D), and a
probability ranking jz. Note that a probability ranking j assigns to each probabilistic interpretation on IU
a member of {0,1, . . .} [ {1} such that j(Pr) = 0 for at least one interpretation Pr. More concretely, for every
j 2 {0, . . . ,k}, every d 2 Dj is assigned the value j under the conditional constraint ranking z. The probability
ranking jz on all Pr is then deﬁned as follows:jzðPrÞ ¼
1 if Pr 2 L [ P
0 if Pr  L [ P [ D
1þ max
d2groundðDÞ: Pr 2 d
zðdÞ otherwise:
8>><
>>:The probability ranking jz deﬁnes a preference relation on probabilistic interpretations as follows. For prob-
abilistic interpretations Pr and Pr 0, we say Pr is z-preferable to Pr 0 iﬀ jz(Pr) < jz(Pr 0). A model Pr of a descrip-
tion logic knowledge base L and a set of probabilistic formulasF is a z-minimal model of L [F iﬀ no model
of L [F is z-preferable to Pr.
The notion of z-entailment is then deﬁned as follows. A conditional constraint (w|/)[l,u] is a z-consequence
of KB, denoted KB (w|/)[l,u], iﬀ Pr(wh) 2 [l,u] for every z-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(/h|>)[1,1]} and
every ground substitution h for the object variables in w|/. We say (w|/)[l,u] is a tight z-consequence of KB,
denoted KB ðwj/Þ½l; u, iﬀ l (resp., u) is the inﬁmum (resp., supremum) of Pr(wh) subject to all z-min-
imal models Pr of L [ P [ {(/h|>)[1,1]} and all ground substitutions h for the object variables in w|/.
Example 4.3 (Car Example cont’d). The tight answer substitutions under z-entailment for the probabilistic
queries of Table 1 are shown in Table 2. We observe that z-entailment realizes an inheritance of classical and
purely probabilistic knowledge along subclass relationships. But, like its counterpart in default reasoning, it
also has the problem of inheritance blocking, which means that properties are not inherited to subclasses that
are exceptional relative to some other property.4.4. Lexicographic entailment
We ﬁnally deﬁne the notion of lex-entailment for consistent probabilistic dl-programs KB = (L,P,D),
which generalizes the notion of lex-entailment in probabilistic default reasoning [34], which in turn is a gen-
eralization of Lehmann’s lexicographic entailment [31] in default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases.
Table 2
Tight answer substitutions for Q to KB under z- and lex-entailment
KB Q z-entailment lex-entailment
KB1 $(FourWheels(o)|Car(o))[X,Y] {X/1,Y/1} {X/1,Y/1}
KB1 $(FourWheels(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y] {X/1,Y/1} {X/1,Y/1}
KB1 $(FourSeats(o)|Car(o))[X,Y] {X/0.85,Y/1} {X/0.85,Y/1}
KB1 $(FourSeats(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y] {X/0.85,Y/1} {X/0.85,Y/1}
KB2 $(FourSeats(o)|Car(o))[X,Y] {X/0.85,Y/1} {X/0.85,Y/1}
KB2 $(FourSeats(o)|Cabriolet(o))[X,Y] {X/0.85,Y/1} {X/0.85,Y/1}
KB2 $(FourSeats(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y] {X/0,Y/1} {X/0.85,Y/1}
KB2 $(Red(o)|Car(o))[X,Y] {X/0,Y/0.1} {X/0,Y/0.1}
KB2 $(Red(o)|Cabriolet(o))[X,Y] {X/0,Y/0.1} {X/0,Y/0.1}
KB2 $(Red(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y] {X/0.7,Y/1} {X/0.7,Y/1}
KB3 $(Red(o)|SportsCar(o))[X,Y] {X/0.7,Y/1} {X/0.7,Y/1}
KB3 $(Red(o)|SportsCar(o) ^ Ferrari(o))[X,Y] {X/0.95,Y/1} {X/0.95,Y/1}
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pretations as follows. For two probabilistic interpretations Pr and Pr 0, we say Pr is lex-preferable to Pr 0 iﬀ
there exists some i 2 {0, . . . ,k} such that |{d 2 Di | Pr  d}| > |{d 2 Di | Pr 0  d}| and |{d 2 Dj | Pr  d}| =
|{d 2 Dj | Pr 0  d}| for all i < j 6 k. A model Pr of a description logic knowledge base L and a set of probabi-
listic formulas F is a lex-minimal model of L [F iﬀ no model of L [F is lex-preferable to Pr.
We then deﬁne the notion of lex-entailment as follows. A conditional constraint (w|/)[l,u] is a lex-conse-
quence of KB, denoted KB (w|/)[l,u], iﬀ Pr(wh) 2 [l,u] for every lex-minimal model Pr of L [ P [
{(/h|>)[1,1]} and every ground substitution h for the object variables in w|/. We say (w|/)[l,u] is a tight
lex-consequence of KB, denoted KB ðwj/Þ½l; u, iﬀ l (resp., u) is the inﬁmum (resp., supremum) of Pr(wh)
subject to all lex-minimal models Pr of L [ P [ {(/h|>)[1,1]} and all ground substitutions h for the object
variables in w|/.
Example 4.4 (Car Example cont’d). The tight answer substitutions under lex-entailment for the probabilistic
queries of Table 1 are shown in Table 2. Like z-entailment, the notion of lex-entailment realizes an inheritance
of classical and purely probabilistic knowledge along subclass relationships, but diﬀerently from z-entailment,
it does not have the problem of inheritance blocking.5. Semantic properties
In this section, we analyze some general nonmonotonic properties of z- and lex-entailment for consistent
probabilistic dl-programs KB = (L,P,D).
We ﬁrst consider the postulates Right Weakening (RW), Reﬂexivity (Ref), Left Logical Equivalence
(LLE), Cut, Cautious Monotonicity (CM), and Or proposed by Kraus, Lehmann, and Magidor [28], which
are commonly regarded as being particularly desirable for any reasonable notion of nonmonotonic entail-
ment. The following theorem shows that the notions of z- and lex-entailment both satisfy these postulates.
Here, we write KB (/|e _ e 0)[l,u] to denote that Pr(/) 2 [l,u] for all s-minimal models Pr of
L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1] _ (e 0|>)[1,1]}.
Theorem 5.1. and satisfy the following properties for all consistent KB = (L, P,D), all ground classical
formulas e, e 0, /, w, and all l,l 0,u,u 0 2 [0,1]:
RW. If (/|>)[l, u] ) (w|>)[l 0, u 0] is logically valid and KB (/|e)[l, u], then KB (w|e)[l 0,u 0].
Ref. KB (e|e)[1, 1].
LLE. If e, e 0 is logically valid, then KB (/|e)[l, u] iff KB (/|e 0)[l, u].
Cut. If KB (e|e 0)[1, 1] and KB (/|e ^ e 0)[l, u], then KB (/|e 0)[l, u].
CM. If KB (e|e 0)[1, 1] and KB (/|e 0)[l, u], then KB (/|e ^ e 0)[l, u].
Or. If KB (/|e)[l, u] and KB (/|e 0)[l,u], then KB (/|e _ e 0)[l, u].
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RW. If (/|>)[l,u]) (w|>)[l 0,u 0] is logically valid, then Pr (/) 2 [l,u] for every s-minimal model Pr of
L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]} implies that Pr(w) 2 [l 0,u 0] for every s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]}.
Ref. Clearly, Pr(e) 2 [1, 1] for every s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]}.
LLE. Suppose that e, e 0 is logically valid. Then, Pr(/) 2 [l,u] for every s-minimal model Pr of
L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]} implies that Pr(/) 2 [l,u] for every s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e 0|>)[1,1]}.
Cut/CM. If Pr(e) 2 [1, 1] for every s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e 0|>)[1,1]}, then Pr(/) 2 [l,u] for every
s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e ^ e 0|>)[1, 1]} iﬀ Pr(/) 2 [l,u] for every s-minimal model Pr of
L [ P [ {(e 0|>)[1,1]}, since L [ P [ {(e ^ e 0|>)[1,1]} and L [ P [ {(e 0|>)[1,1]} have the same s-minimal
models.
Or. If Pr(/) 2 [l,u] for every s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]}, and Pr(/) 2 [l,u] for every
s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e 0|>)[1,1]}, then Pr(/) 2 [l,u] for every s-minimal model Pr of
L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1] _ (e 0|>)[1,1]}, which is an s-minimal model of either L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]} or
L [ P [ {(e 0|>)[1,1]}. h
Another desirable property is Rational Monotonicity (RM) [28], which describes a restricted form of
monotony, and which allows to ignore certain kinds of irrelevant knowledge. The next theorem shows that
the notions of z- and lex-entailment both satisfy RM. Here, we use KB C to denote that it is not the case
that KB C, and we implicitly assume that all notions of entailment are naturally extended to negations of
conditional constraints of the form (b|a)[r,s], which are true in a probabilistic interpretation Pr iﬀ Pr(a) > 0
and Pr(b|a) 62 [r,s].
Theorem 5.2. and satisfy the following property for all consistent KB = (L,P,D), all ground classical
formulas e, e 0, and w, and all l, u 2 [0,1]:
RM. If KB (w|e)[l, u] and KB (e 0|e)[1, 1], then KB (w|e ^ e 0)[l, u].Proof. Let s 2 {z, lex}. If Pr(w) 2 [l,u] for every s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]} and Pr(e 0) 2 [1,1]
for some s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e|>)[1, 1]}, then Pr(w) 2 [l,u] for every s-minimal model Pr of
L [ P [ {(e ^ e 0|>)[1,1]}, since the set of all s-minimal models of L [ P [ {(e ^ e 0|>)[1,1]} is given by the
set of all s-minimal models of L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]} that satisfy (e 0|>)[1,1]. h
We ﬁnally consider the properties Irrelevance (Irr) and Direct Inference (DI), which are adapted from [3]
and [2], respectively. Informally, Irr says that e 0 is irrelevant to a conclusion ‘‘KB (w|e)[l,u]’’ when they are
deﬁned over disjoint sets of ground atoms, while DI expresses that KB should entail all its own conditional
constraints. The following result shows that z- and lex-entailment both satisfy Irr and DI.
Theorem 5.3. and satisfy the following properties for all consistent KB = (L,P,D), all ground classical
formulas e, e 0, /, and w, and all l, u 2 [0,1]:
Irr. If KB (w|e)[l, u], and no ground atom of L, ground(P [ D), and (w|e)[l, u] occurs in e 0, then
KB (w|e ^ e 0)[l,u].
DI. If (w|/)[l, u] 2 ground(D) and e,/ is logically valid, then KB (w|e)[l,u].Proof. Let s be any semantics among z and lex.
Irr. If Pr(w) 2 [l,u] for every s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]}, and no ground atom of L,
ground(P [ D), and (w|e)[l,u] occurs in e 0, then Pr(w) 2 [l,u] for every s-minimal model Pr of
L [ P [ {(e ^ e 0|>)[1,1]}, since every s-minimal model L [ P [ {(e ^ e 0|>)[1,1]} is also an s-minimal model
of L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]}.
DI. Since KB is consistent, its z-partition (D0, . . . , Dk) exists. Let i 2 {0, . . . ,k} such that (w|/)[l,u] 2 Di.
Since (w|/)[l,u] is tolerated under L [ P by Skj¼iDj, and e, / is logically valid, it follows that every s-minimal
model Pr of L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]} satisﬁes Skj¼iDj. In particular, we thus obtain that Pr(w) 2 [l,u] for every
s-minimal model Pr of L [ P [ {(e|>)[1,1]}. h
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In this section, we provide algorithms for solving the main computational problems related to probabilistic
dl-programs under inheritance with overriding:
CONSISTENCY: Given a probabilistic dl-program KB, decide if KB is consistent.
TIGHT s-CONSEQUENCE: Given a consistent probabilistic dl-program KB and an object-ground probabilistic
query Q = $(b|a)[x,y], compute the tight answer substitution for Q to KB under some ﬁxed semantics
s 2 {z, lex}.
The main idea behind our algorithms is to reduce the above two problems to the problems of deciding
whether a probabilistic dl-program is satisﬁable and of computing the tight answer substitution for an
object-ground probabilistic query to a probabilistic dl-program under 1-entailment, which we denote SATISFI-
ABILITY and TIGHT 1-CONSEQUENCE, respectively, and which are in turn reduced to deciding whether a description
logic knowledge base inSHIFðDÞ orSHOINðDÞ is satisﬁable and to deciding whether a system of linear
constraints is solvable resp. to computing the optimal values of two linear programs. Since all the latter prob-
lems are decidable and computable, respectively, CONSISTENCY and TIGHT s-CONSEQUENCE are also decidable and
computable, respectively.
6.1. Consistency
Algorithm consistency (see Fig. 1) decides whether a probabilistic dl-program KB is consistent. If this is the
case, then the algorithm also returns the z-partition of KB, otherwise nil. Observe that in lines 1 and 5 of con-
sistency, a number of instances of SATISFIABILITY must be solved. Note that Algorithm consistency is essentially
a reformulation of an algorithm for deciding e-consistency in default reasoning from conditional knowledge
bases by Goldszmidt and Pearl [19].
6.2. Tight z- and tight lex-consequence
Algorithms tight-z-consequence and tight-lex-consequence (see Figs. 2 and 3) compute tight answer substi-
tutions under z- and lex-entailment, respectively, for probabilistic queries to consistent probabilistic dl-pro-
grams KB = (L,P,D). They reduce TIGHT s-CONSEQUENCE, s 2 {z, lex}, to SATISFIABILITY and TIGHT
1-CONSEQUENCE. The key idea behind this reduction is the following theorem saying that a set DsaðDÞ of subsets
of ground(D) exists such that KB (b|a)[l,u] iﬀ L [ P [ H [ {(a|>)[1,1]}  (b|>)[l,u] for all H 2 DsaðDÞ.
We need the following preparative deﬁnitions. Let (D0, . . . ,Dk) be the z-partition of KB. For
G,H  ground(D), we say G is z-preferable to H iﬀ some i 2 {0, . . . ,k} exists such that Di  G, Di 6 H, and
Dj  G and Dj  H for all i < j 6 k. We say G is lex-preferable to H iﬀ some i 2 {0, . . . ,k} exists such thatFig. 1. Algorithm consistency.
Fig. 2. Algorithm tight-z-consequence.
T. Lukasiewicz / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 49 (2008) 18–34 31|G \ Di| > |H \ Di| and |G \ Dj| = |H \ Dj| for all i < j 6 k. For D  2groundðDÞ and s 2 {z, lex}, we say G is
s-minimal in D iﬀ G 2 D and no H 2 D is s-preferable to G.
Theorem 6.1. Let KB = (L, P,D) be a consistent probabilistic dl-program, and let $(b|a)[x,y] be an object-
ground probabilistic query. Let DsaðDÞ be the set of all s-minimal elements in {H  ground(D) | L [
P [ H [ {(a|>)[1, 1]} is satisfiable}, s 2 {z, lex}. Then, l (resp., u) such that KB ðbjaÞ½l; u is given by:Fig. 3. Algorithm tight-lex-consequence.
Fig. 4. System of linear constraints LCðFÞ.
32 T. Lukasiewicz / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 49 (2008) 18–34(a) If L [ P [ {(a|>)[1, 1]} is unsatisfiable, then l = 1 (resp., u = 0).
(b) Otherwise, l = minc (resp., u = max d) subject to
L [ P [ H [ {(a|>)[1, 1]} tight (b|>)[c,d] and H 2 DsaðDÞ.Proof (sketch). (a) Clearly, if L [ P [ {(a|>)[1,1]} is unsatisﬁable, then KB (b|a)[1,0]. (b) It can be
shown that a probabilistic interpretation Pr is an s-minimal model of L [ P [ {(a|>)[1,1]} iﬀ (i) Pr satisﬁes
L [ P [ {(a|>)[1,1]} and (ii) {F 2 ground(D) | Pr  F} is an s-minimal element in the set of all H  ground(D)
such that L [ P [ H [ {(a|>)[1,1]} is satisﬁable. The latter is in turn equivalent to Pr being a model of
L [ P [ H [ {(a|>)[1,1]} for some H 2 DsaðDÞ. h
Roughly, Algorithm tight-z-consequence (resp., tight-lex-consequence) works as follows. Line 2 checks
whether L [ P [ {(a|>)[1,1]} is unsatisﬁable. If this is the case, then h = {x/1,y/0} is returned by Theorem
6.1 (a). Otherwise, we compute DsaðDÞ along the z-partition of ground(D) in lines 3–7 (resp., lines 3–15),
and the tight answer substitution using Theorem 6.1 (b) in line 8 (resp., lines 16–20).
6.3. Satisﬁability and tight 1-consequence
The following theorem shows how SATISFIABILITY and TIGHT 1-CONSEQUENCE are reduced to deciding whether
a description logic knowledge base inSHIFðDÞ orSHOINðDÞ is satisﬁable (expressed through the con-
dition ‘‘I  L’’, which is evaluated for computing R) and to deciding whether a system of linear constraints is
solvable resp. to computing the optimal values of two linear programs.
Theorem 6.2. Let KB = (L, P,D) be a probabilistic dl-program and $(b|a)[x,y] be an object-ground probabilistic
query. Let R ¼ fI 2 IUjI  L [ Pg and LCðFÞ denote the system of linear constraints in Fig. 4 over the variables
yr (r 2 R). Then, (a) L [ P [ D is satisfiable iff LC(D) is solvable, and (b) l (resp., u) such that
L [ P [ D [ {(a|>)[1, 1]}tight (b|>)[l, u] is given by the optimal value of the following linear program over
the variables yr (r 2 R):minimize ðresp:;maximizeÞ
X
r2R;rb
yr subject to LCðD [ fðaj>Þ½1; 1gÞ:Proof (sketch). It can be shown that the models Pr of L [ P [F correspond exactly to the solutions (yr)r2R of
the system of linear constraints LCðFÞ such that PrðdÞ ¼Pr2R;rdyr for all ground classical formulas d. h7. Conclusion
We have presented a new approach to probabilistic dl-programs, which combine probabilistic logic pro-
grams, probabilistic default theories, and the description logics behind OWL Lite and OWL DL. In addition
to dealing with probabilistic knowledge, the approach also allows for handling default knowledge. The
approach is based on new notions of z- and lex-entailment for reasoning with conditional constraints, which
realize the principle of inheritance with overriding for both classical and purely probabilistic knowledge. We
have described some general nonmonotonic properties of the new formalisms. Furthermore, we have also pre-
sented algorithms for solving the main computational problems related to the new formalisms.
T. Lukasiewicz / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 49 (2008) 18–34 33An interesting topic for future research is to analyze the complexity of the main computational problems
related to probabilistic dl-programs under inheritance with overriding. Another issue for future research is to
investigate the relationship to probabilistic logic programming under maximum entropy as presented in [27],
which also realizes some form of inheritance with overriding.
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